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3 SolothzdSolonetz

profUe type: Ah, Ae, Bnt,

Csk,., C.
The Ae is well developed and

acidic in reaction and the textural,

Bnt, horizon has a strongly expressed

white capped columnar structure

which may vary from acidic to

alkaline reaction. The upper C

is usually saline, calcareous and

gypsiferous, Csk.,

2.4 Solod

Profile type: Ah, Ae, AB, •Btn,
Cks, C.

The Ae is well developed and

acidic in reaction, a transition

AB horizon expressing disinte
gration of the upper part pf the

sojonezic B is characterjstic,

the Btzi may only have weak pris

matic structure breaking easily to

blocicy aggregates. The Btn may be

relatively thin. The upper C
horizon Is usually calcareous and

saline, Cks,

Criteria nd Definitions to be used with Order 2

Order 2 - Solonetzic

Definition

Soils with A horizons overlying solonetzlc or disintegrating solonetzic

Bn horizons with saline subhorizons or with subhorizons influenced by saline waters.

These B horizons are characterized by a base status in which the ratio of calcium

to manesium and sodium cations is significantly less than in Chernozemfc soils,

Usually in the order of 1 or less or in wbich the exchangeable sodium exceeds 15

percet.

Desalinization of these horizons result in an increase of alkali

peptised and deflocculated colloidal fractions which coat and partially infiltrate
the peds in the B horizon with dispefrsed material. These horizons are charac

terized by coated columnar or prismatic macro- structures, and blocky micro

Structu, with hard to very’ hard consistence when dry. This firm consistence
of the coated peds of solonetzic Bn horizons tends to result in a characteristic

Concentration of root development along the cleavage planes rather than in
Uniform penetration of the peds.

I
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2.31
2.32
2,33
2.34
2.35
2.38

2.41
2.42
2.43
2,44
2.45
2.48

Brown Solodized Solonetz

Dark Brown Solodized Solonetz

Black Solodized Solonetz

Dark Grey Solodized Solonetz

Grey Wooded Solodized Solonetz

Gleyed Solodized Solonetz

Brown Solod
Dark Brown Sojod
Black Solod
Dark Grey Solod
Grey Wooded Solod
Gleyed Solod
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R EP ORT ON THE CLASSIFICATION OF BR UNISOLIC SOILS
3.48 Gleyed Podzols

Pdozol soils with the characteristics of any of above subgrOUP
. Leahey,

but with mottling or other discolOratiOfls due to periodic wetness Chairman, Subcommittee on Brunisolic Soils
in the Ae and 31 horizonS, Specific profile types may be indicated

CLASSIFICATION Of TH BRUSOLIC ORDER Of SOILSas föllows
3.41/8, 3.42/8, etc.

Order 4. Brunisolic SoilsProfile: L-H, (Ah), Aeg, 3fg Cg.

Well to imperfectly drained soils developed under forest or mixed3q49 Peaty Podzols
iyed and subarctic podzols with a peaty surface 6H to 12” forest and grass vegetation with brownish colored sola without marked eluvial
thick. They may be designated as follows: 3.48/9 Peaty or illuvial horizons.

gl.eyed Podzol; or more specIficallY 3.41/8/9; 3.41/8/9, etc. . Grs Subrps4 1 Brown Forest
Soils of high base saturation 4.11 Orthic Brown Forest
with a distinct Ah horizon. Ah, 3m, C

4. 12 Degraded Brown forest
Ah, Em, Btj, C

4.18 Gleyed Brown forest

4.2 Brown Wooded 4.21 Orthic Brown Wooded
Soils of high base saturation L-H, Bm, C, L-H, Bmf,without distinct Ah horizons. Em, C

4.22 Degraded Brown Wooded
L.N, Aej, Btj, C

4. 27 Brown Wooded with permafrost
L-H, Em, Cg, Cz

4.28 Gleyed Brown Wooded

4.3 Acid Brown Wooded 4.31 Orthic Acid Brown WoodedSoils of low base saturation L-H, Bmf, Em, Cwithout distinct Ah horizons. 4.37 Acid Brown Wooded with perma
frost L.H, Bmf, Em, C, Cz

4. 38 Gleyed Acid Brown Wooded

4.4 Acid Brown Forest 4.41 Orthic Acid Brown forestSoils of low base saturation Ah, Bmfj, C
with distinct Ah horizons 4.48 Gleyed Acid Brown Forest

4.5 Concretionary Brown 4.51 Orthic Concretionary BrownSoils containingrous L-H, Bfcc, C
pedogenic magnetic ferruginous 4. 58 Gleyed Conrettonary Brownconcretions and prominent
iron coatings.

Definitions and Discussion of Bru.nisolic Great Groups and Sub ..groups

4. 1 Brown Forest

Soils of high base saturation with a distinct Ah horizon.

An L-.H horizon may or may not be present. Usually it is destroyedthrough the actions of earthworms. The parent material is usually calcareous.mi_. - - - . -
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The Brown Forest soils occar almost entirely in the Great Lakes - St.

Lawrence Lowland physiographic region. Here they have developed under similar

climatic and biotic. conditions as the Grey.Br own Podzolics and they appear to

represent a stage of soil development bet:ween a Regosol and a Grey-Brown Podzolic

soil. Their lack of distinct eluvial or illuvial horizons appear to be due to their

age, high lime parent material or a combination of both.

Three sub-groups have been recognized, They are the Orthic, the degraded

(an intergrade to the Grey .Brown Podzolic) and the gleyed fan intergrade to the

Dark Grey Gleysolic), Their definitions are:

4.11 Orthic Brown forest Well drained Brown forest soils with no apparent

eluviated or illuviated horizons.

4. 12 Degraded Brown Forest Well drained Brown forest soils with weakly

developed illuvial horizons as judged by some clay accumulation.

4. 18 Gleyed Brown forest Imperfectly drained Brown forest soils with

mottling and duller colors than the well drained Brown forest soils.

2 Brown Wooded Soils

Soils of high base saturation without a distinct Ah horizon.

An L-H horizon is usually present, The parent material is usually calcareous.

The thickness of the solum is rarely more than two feet.

The Brown Wooded soils occur in dry valleys in the Cordillera extending from

the United States into the Yukon Territory. They are common on the intermediate

terraces of the rivers in the forested region of the Great Plains. They are of rare

occurrence on the uplands in the Great Plains. in the Cordiller. they appear to be

the zonal soils of the driest forest while elsewhere they are developing under similar

climatic and blotic conditions as the Grey Wooded soils, The Brown Wooded soils

appear to represent a stage of soil development between a Regosol and a Grey Wooded

soil. Their lack of distinct eluvial or Uluvial horizons appears to be due to climate,

age, high-lime parent material or a combination of all these factors.

Four sub-groups have been recognized. They are the orthic, gleyed, the

degraded, and with permafrost. Their definitions are:

4. 21 Orthic Brown Wooded Well drained Brown Wooded soils with no apparent

eluviated or illuviated horions. The upper part of the mineral solum may

have a higher chroma than the lower part.

4,, 22 Degraded Brown Wooded - Well drained Brown Wooded soils which have

weakly developed eluvial and illuvial horizons as shown by some clay

accumulation.

4. 27 Brown Wooded Soils with permafrost.

4. 28 Gleyed Brown Wooded Imperfectly drained Brown Wooded soils with
mottling and duller colors than the well drained Brown Wooded soils.

4. 3 Acid BoSoii

Soils with low base saturation Without a distinct Ah horizon

An L-H horizon is Usually present. The parent material is usually oflow base saturation

The Acid Brown Wooded soils Occur in all provinces but their majordistribution is in the western part of the Appalachian region in Quebec and inthe southern parts of the Canadian Shield in Ontario and Quebec, In theseareas they may be considered as zonal soils. The Acid Brown Wooded soilsappear to represent a stage of soil development between the Regosol and thePodzol. Their lack of distinct eluvial and illuvia; horizons may in someinstances be attributed to age or resistant mineral material. However, forthe most part the reasons for their failure to develope into Podzols are unknown,
Three sub-groups have been recognized to date. These are the orthic,the gleyed and with permafrost

4.31 Orthic Acid Brown Wooded Well drained Acid Brown Wooded soils.4. 37 AcId Brown Wooded Soils with permafrost
4. 38 Gleyed Acid Brown Wooded

- Imperfectly drained Acid Brown Woodedsoils with mottling present throughout the SOlum4
4.4 Acid Brown ret oils

Soils of low base saturation with a distinct Ah horizon.
Soils classified into this group at present have parent materials of bothlow and high base status. A thin, organic horizon may be present.
The only place where soils have been classified into this group is on thesoutheastern coastal plain of Vancouver Island. The dIt1ict Ah horizon maybe a relic from a time when these soils were under grass or a grass and oakvegetation. At present some of the virgin sites are covered by coniferous trees.
Two sub-groups have been recognized to date. These are;

4,4j Orthic Acid Brown Forest
- Well drained Ac Brown forest soils.

4.48 Gleyed Acid Brown Forest Imperfectly drained Acid Brown Forestsoils with mottling and duller colors than the orthic sub-groups.
4.5 Concretionary Brown Soils

Soils containing numerous pedogenic magnetic feruginous cOncretionsand prominent iron coatings.

The parent material is of either low or high base saturation.
* Formerly known as Brown Podzoljc soils.
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The ConcrCti0IY Browns occur entirely on the west coast of B.C.
REPORT ON THE CLASSIFICATION OF REGOSOLIC_SOiLSunder a climate charaCter11 by mild, wet winters and cool, dry summers.

Forest cover on virgin sites is heavy. In general appearance they resemble

L. farstadAcid Brown Wooded soils but the presence of magnetic concretions distin

Chairman, Sub-committee on Regosolic Soils‘guishes. them’. for reasons of climate or parent material they are unique

to the west coast.
Order 5: Regosolic Soils

Two sub-.groUpS have been recognized to date. These are:
Well and imperfectly drained soils which lack discernible horizons orin which horizon development is limited to a non-chernozemic organic-mineral4.51 Orthic Concretlonary Brown - Well drained Concretionary Brown

surface horizon fAh) or to organic surface horizons fL-H) less than 12 inches thick.soils.

Great Group: 5. 1 - Regosol4. 58 Gleyed Concretioflar9 Brown Imperfectly drained ConcretiOflarY
—

______________________

Brown soils with prominent mottling in the lower part of the sola

wn in the Only one great group has been recognized to date. Therefore the greatand with higher chroma than the Orthic Goncretionary Bro
group definition is the same as for the order.upper part of the sola.

Sub-groups

5.11 Orthic Regosols: Soils lacking any horizon development or with thin
or weak Alt horizons and without visible evidence of salts or gleying.
(Weak Alt horizons are, defined as Ah horizons that will not produceAa horizons of 5 inches thickness one Munsell unit darker in value
than the C horizons - dry colours.’)

5. 12 Mull Regosols: Soils which have a distinct non-chernozemic Alt
horizon, little or noL-H, and without visible evidence of salts or
gleying.

5. 13 Mor Regosol: Soils which have organic horlzohs up to 12 inches in
thickness, little or no Alt and without visible evidence of salts or
gleying.

5. 14 Organo-Regosol: Soils containing a relatively high content of
organic matter in the profile. The organic mater may occur
as layers or pockets separated by mineral, materials without
visible evidence of salts or gl.eying.
(This sub-group probably includes the well and imperfectly
drained counterparts of the Rego-Gleysol.)

5.15 Saline Regosols

5.17 Regosols with Permafrost

5. 18 Gleyed Regosol: Imperfectly drained Regosols

Note: The terms Saline, with Permafrost, and Gleyed are to be used in
conjunction with other sub-groups. For example:

5. 11/8 Gleyed Orthic Regosol

5.14/7 Organo Regosol with Permafrost
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REPORT ON THE CLASSIFICATION Of GLEYSOLIC SOILS

6 leysoUc Order

W.A. Ehrilch

Chairman, Sub-committee on Gleysolic Soils

6.11 OrtMc Meadow

6,12 Calcareous Meadow

6. 13 Saline Meadow

6. 14 Degraded Meadow

6. 19 Peaty

6. 2 Park Grey Gleysoilc 6.21 Orthic Dark Grey Gleysolic

6. 2Z Saline Dark Grey Gleysotic

6. 23 Degraded Dark Grey Gleysolic

6.29 Peaty

Humic Eluviated Gleysol.

Low Humic Eluviated Gleysol

Ferratitic Eluviated Gleysol

Peaty

Soils with organic horizons ( 12 inches thick), or with an Ah horizon or

with both, or without these surface horizons but with some organic material

dispersed throughout the mineral soil. The subsoils usually show gleying and

are dull colored but may have brighter colored prominent mottles.

Soils associated with wetness. They have developed under various

climatic and vegetative conditions and in the presence of a high or highly

fluctuating water table,

6. 1 Meadow Great Group

Soils with a dark colored Ah horizon more than 2 inches thick which

grades into a dull colored horizon or horizons that may or may not show

gleying. May have organic horizons not exceeding 12 inches in thickness.

1orests.
These soils have developed under grasses, sedges and swamp-

6.11 Orthic Meadow Sub-Group

Soils with a non-calcareous, Ah horizon which grades into a dull

colored horizon or horizons. Underlying material are usually calcareous.

May have organic horizons up to 3 inches thick,

h. 12 Calcareotjs IVIc;tdow Sub -Giup

Sot1 with a calcareotis, Ah horizon which grades into a calcareous
(not SIgnificantly saline), dull, colored horizon or horizons, May have
organic horizons up to 3 inches thick,

6.13 Saline Meadow SubGro•up

Soils with an Ah horizon which grades into a saline, usually calcareous
horizon or horizons, May have organic horizons up to 3 inches thick.

Water soluble salts usually Occur in the Ah horizon. Salinity of
the soil is sufficiently high to affect plants with a low salt tolerance.

6. 14 Degraded Meadow Sub..Group

Sojl with an Ah horizon underlain by a mottled Btg horizon. May
have organic horizons up to 3 nches thick.

6. 19 Peaty

Any meadow soil with 3 to 12 inches of peat. These soils should be
classed as 6. 11/9 - Peaty Meadow; 6, 12/9 Peaty Calcareous
Meadow; 6. 13/9 - Peaty Saline Meadow; 6. 14/9 - Peaty Degraded
Meadow,

6. 2 Dark Grey Gleysolicqr2

Soils with a dark colored Ah horizon more than 2 inches thick abruptly
underlain by a gleyed horizon or horizons. May have organic horizons not
exceeding 12 inches in thickness,

Developed under swamp -forest vegetation.

The tnajor features distinguishing the Dark Grey Gleysolic soils from
the Meadow soils are: fi) lower organic matter content of the Ah horizon.
(2) abrupt termination of the Ah horizon from the underlying horizon, and
(3) strong gleying.

6. 21 Orthjc Dark Grey Gleysolic SubGroup

Soils with an Ah horizon abruptly underlain by a gleyed horizon or
horizons. May have organic horizons up to 3 inches thick,

6. 22 Saline Dark Grey Gleysolic Sub-Group

Soils with an Ali horizon abruptly underlain by a gleyed saline horizon
or horizons May have organic horizons up to 3 inches thick.

6. 23 Degraded Dark Grey Gleysolic Sub-Group

Soils with an Ah horizon abruptly underlain by a Bg horizon with an
accumulation of clay and sesquloxides May have or%anic hovc.

Gleysolic 6. 1 Meadow

6.3 Gleysol

6.4 Eluviated Gleysol

Orthic Gleysol.

Calcareous Gleysol

Saline Gleysol

Rego -Gleysol

Peaty

6.31
6.32
6.33
6.34
639

6.41
6,42
6.43
6.49
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6.29 Peaty

Any Dark Grey Gleysolic soil with 3 to 12 inches of peat. These

soils should be classed as: 6. 21/9 - Peaty Dark Grey Gleys’ölic;

6. 22/9 - Peaty Saline Dark Grey Gleysollc; 6. 23/9 - Peaty Degraded

Dark Grey Gleysolic.

6.3 Gleysol Great Gro

Soils with organic horizons less than 12 inches thick or without these

horizons and with a strongly gleyed mineral horizon or horizons. May have

a thin Ah horizon up to 2 inches thick. No noticeable eluvial or illuvial

horizons.

These soils developed under swamp.4orest, heath or swamp

vegetation.

6.31 Orthic Gleysol Sub..Group

Soils with organic horizons less than 6 inches thick, a thin ( 2 inches

thick) or absent Ah horizon underlain by a strongly gleyed non-calcareous

mineral horizon or horizons.

6.32 Calcareous Gleysot Sub.Group

Soils with organic horizons less than 6 inches thick, a thin ( 2

inches thick) or absent Ah horizon underlain by a strongly gleyed calcareous

horizon or horizons. This Sub-Group includes the Gleysol soils with a

marly horizon.

6.33 Saline Gleysol SubGroup

Soils with organic horizons less than 6 inches thick, a thin ( 2 inches

thick) or absent Ah horizon underlain by a strongly gleyed horizon or

horizons with water soluble salts in sufficient quantities to affect

plants with a low salt tolerance.

6. 34 Rego-Gleysol Sub-Group

Soils with less than one inch of peat or muck on the surface and

without an Ah horizon. Some organic material in the form of peat,

muck1 or organic mud may be dispersed through the mineral soil.

Strongly gleyed mineral soil occurs at or near the surface.

6.39 Peaty

All Gleysol soils except Rego-Gleysol with 6 to 12 inches of peat.

These soils should be classed as 6.31/9 - Peaty Gleysol, 6.32/9 -

Peaty Calcareous Gleysol; 6. 33/9 - Peaty Saline Gleysol.

6. 4 EIttvi ted Gleysoi G t (x

Soils with orga1H hf) ( 12 inches thick) or with ;in Ah horizo0or with both but with Iottj(d Aeg horizon and a mottled bg horizon.These soils have developeui under grasses, sedges and swamp..forest

6.41 Humic Eluviated Gleysol Sub-.Group

Soils with an Ah horizon more than 2 inches thick, a mottled Aeghorizon and a mottled Btg horizon.

Soils developed under grasses and sedges in the grass1an regionbut may have organic horizons up to 6 inches thick.

6.42 Low Humic Eluvfated Gleysol Sub-Group

Soils with organic horizons up to 6 inches thick, a thin ( 2 inchesthick) or absent Ah horizon underlain with a mottled Aeg horizonand a mottled Btg liorizon

6.43 Ferralitic Eluviated Gleysol Sub-Group

Soils with organic horizons up to 6 Inches thick, a thin (thick) or absent Ah, a mottled strongly gleyed Aeg horizonmottled strongly gleyed Bfg horizon1

Soils developed under sWamp...forest, heath or swamp_vegetatj0•

Soils in this group with 6 to 12 inches of peat. These soils shouldbe classed as: 6.41/9
- Peaty Humic Eluvjated Gleysol; 6.42/9 -Peaty Low Hurnic Eluviated Gleysol; 6.43/9

- Peaty ferraljtjcEluviated Gleysol.

6.49 Peaty

2 inches
and a
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Muck — organic soi.1 materaJ (()flSitiflg predominantly of finely divided
OF ORGANIC SOiLSREPORT ON TILE C1i!!!2

-

unidentifiable plant materials, Sotubitity in saturated sodium pyrophosphatesolution is greater than three-quarters of one percent.
IC Wicklufld

Chairmam Sub.committee on Organic Soils
Sedimentary peat - organic soil material consisting predominantly of the

(This report is snbmitted for study purposes only)
fecal remainlsma1l aquatic animals. Material is plastic and non-sticky.- a soil that contains at least 20 percent organic matter, is 12 inches

r more in depth. and has no horizon development in the mineral substratum other Diatomaceous earth - an unconsolidated deposit of the remains of diatomsmixed with organic matter.han gleying.

Marl - an impure unconsolidated deposit of carbonate of lime.
n and farnhamClassification. Modi.ficati0fl Daws?

____

(Cat.
Characteristics to beed examination of organic soil profiles.7. Organic soils.
Depth - to mineral layer or to the first impermeable layer.,reat Soil Group. (Cat. v)

Muck - 1. Less than 24” (Shallow)
2. 24” -48” (Deep)

7.1 Terrestrial organOsOl soils lacking a (basal) layer of sedimentary

48” + (Very deep)
peat, diatomaceU5 earth or marl and lacking permafrost.

Peat - 1. Less than 36” (Shallow)
7.2 AquatiC organasOl - soils having a (basal) layer of sedimentary

2 36”-72” (Deep)
peat, diatomaCeOus earth or marl and lacking permafrOst.

3. .72” + (Very deep)
7.3 Permafrost organOsol - soils with permafrost.

Reaction - pH of individual layers examined.ub-GTOUP. (Cat. iv)

Nature f underlying material7.11 SphagnUm peat
.7.12 Fibrous peat

1. Shallow organic soil overlying sand.
7. 13 Disintegrated peat

2, Shallow organic soil overlying loam and silt loam.
7. 14 Muck

3. Shallow organic soil overlying clay.4. Shallow organic soil overlying marl.
7.21 Sedimentary peat
7.22 DiatomaCeous earth
7.23 Marl peat

Discussion on Classification of Organic Soils
Stobbe - The definition of the order is perhaps not suitable because it

7.31

demands some adjustment of other orders. There are organics

DefLnition of Term

with horizons developed in mineral substratum other than bygieying, for example 2 feet of peat over well-developed Podzol

phagnum peat .. organic soil material consisting predominantlY of sphagnum moss,

or Grey Wooded.
eaves and stems.

decayed Chancey cannot agree with 12 inch limit for these reasons. We will have

ibrous peat - organic soil material consisting predominantly of the partially

- to increase the depth in the definition and I move that this limit

nsonarsh plants other than sphagnum.

be increased to eliminate these problems. Twenty-four incheswould be better in view of the character of these soils in
)isinterate! - organic soil material consisting predominantlY of finely divided,

Newfoundland. Would 24 inches be agreeab1e
.nidentiflable plant remains, that are not chemically decomposed.

Voody peat - organIc soil material consisting predominantly of small fragments of
Edy parts of plants.
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Stobbe — There are peaty Podzols with 36inc hes of peat arid this doesn t

offend me, but in anothc, case there was a well -developed Podzol

which became covered with peat, and in this case this relic Podzol

t be classed with Podzols but rather with organics.

Hutcheon - We have 2 feet of peat over well developed horizons in Sask:hewan.

What shall we do with them?

Stobbe - We should classify peats of up to 3 or 4 feet of peat according to the

character of the lower mineral profile, on deeper peats we should

give more emphasis to the character of the peat and less to th.e

mineral sequum.

Chancey - Two concepts are involved, The accepted peat is a basin or hill

developed due to water saturation, The other peat is in a well-

drained position. Also we should have the organic matter content

much higher than 20 or 30 percent.

Stobbe - Suggests that in Humic Podzols the limit for peat should be increased

to 2 or 3 feet, for Grey Wooded soils under peat they probably never

devetoped under the peat and therefore should be classed as peat soils,

Mathews - Maybe we need another order for these shallow peat soils, I do&t

think we need to be concerned about what happens when they are

cultivated.

- But some of the Peaty Podzols would then fall in an order other than

Podzolic. I would be pleased to change the definition in Podzolic order

to permit more than 12 inches of peat, although this change should

apply only to Podzois and Humic Podzols because in other great groups

the profiles didn t develop under peat.

Millette - Do not like the sub-groups established here because most bogs are

stratified or interlayered,

Odynsky - impractical to classify basal layers if they occur at depths greater

than 6 feet. farnham s limit is at 6 feet. Are we going to go

deeper than 6 feet?

Wicklund - This is a fundamental question: Dawson s system versus Farnhams s.

Stobbe - At depths to 6 feet that basal layer is more important to management.

Rowe - We might get a much better classification of peat from Sweden9 other

European countries or Russia who have classified these deposits in

many ways.

- At present we shall have to continue ad hoc until more study is

conducted. This report was prepared only for study purposes and to

focus attention on the problems. in my opinion the sub-committee

has done a good lob in achieving these objective,/he subcommittee

was thanked for their effrts.
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REPORT Of THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON PUBLICATIONS

A, Leahey, Chairman

This sub-committee Considered matters relating to publication of informationapproved by the National Committee This report consists of the recommendations
submitted by the sub_committee to the plenary session on February 27, the actionthat was taken on them and some of the relevant discussion

Publication of the tern

The subcommjttee made the following recommendations:

That the N.S.S.C system of soil classification as approved by this 1960
meeting be published.

2. That all names defined in the Publication be approved for use in other
publications if used as defined,

That the publication mentioned under the first recommendation Should
consist only of the classification tables and an adequate description of eachclass in categories 4, 5 and 6. The classification tables Should only include
those characteristics that are differentiating at the particular level concerned.The adequate description of each class should be writ ten separately and inaddition to the soil characteristics should include a description of the environ
mental factors and location.

That the editorial committee for this proposed handbook on classification
consist of the chairman of the national committee the chairmen of the Order
sub-committees at the 1960 meeting the chairman of the Sub-committee onSoil Horizons, and a bilingual member (Fench_Eng;ish) The chairman ofthe national committee will be the chairman of the editorial committee

After considerable discuss ion these recommendations were unanimouslyaccepted by the national committee

The discussion covered such topics as how the proposed publication wouldaffect the usual Proceedings, when the soil classification System should come intoforce, the format of the publication on soil classification and revisions in the system.
(a) It was agreed that we should issue a Proceedings as well as the handbook onsoil classification The Proceedings would include the classification table, themajor items of discussion on classification and other business matters. However, it would be shortened over previous Proceedings by not including the fullreports of the committees on the classification of mineral soils, The Proceedings

should be issued as quickly as possible,

The subcommjttee expressed the view that the classification system shouldcome into force when the handbook on classification was released, Dr, Stobbethought we should try out the new proposals for a year. Dr. Hutcheon disagreed with the idea of a trial period and stated the 1960 proposals should gointo effect as quickly as possible as we had to make a firm decision on thismatter sometime and it was unlikely that we would be able to arrive at betterproposals Within the next few years, Hutcheon s views prevailed and themeeting agreed “that as Soon as the classification table is released by the

Stobbe

1,

3.

4.

L e ahe y
(b)
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This decision nwans that the classi ficition sy stern is noW in force insofar

as new pubIicatons are concerned, It may also be used for publications now

in course of preparation at the discretion of the authors concerned.

After some discussion the meeting decided that the handbook on soil

classification should be first issued as a mimeographed publication in

order to get the information into the hands of the Canadian pedologists as

soon aspossible. Later we should consider dressing up the publication

and issuing it in printed form under some such titl.e as “Canadian Soils

and their Clas3ificationv

(d) The meeting agreed that classification system should remain in force

until it is revised by a national meeting of the N,S,S. Committee.

Standing Committee on Soil Classification

Discussion on these recomme;datjons showed that several provinces werenot willing to accept in toto all the recommendations Previously made by sub-.COmmittees on drainage, structure, topographic classes, etc. A suggestion thatthese sub-committee reports needed critical evaluation and revision beforebecoming official received strong support. The opinion was expressed that wehad been so much concerned with soil classification matters since 1955 that wehad neglected these other important aspects of our work. ,Generally the membersof the N.S.S.C. accepted the principle expressed in the recommendations but theyfelt that the Publication of such a handbook at this time would be premature Amotion by Dr. Stobbe, seconded by Mr. Clayton, that these recommendations betabled was accepted by the meeting.

All the mineral, soils in Canada are not covered by the N. S. S. C. classification.

Some of these soils which fall outside the present system will likely be described

in reports before the dassificatIon system is revise4, The sub-.committee on

publications felt there should be some control and some priority on the use of

names for such soils until the classification system can be revised to take care

of them. Hence the following two recommendations were submitted to the plenary

S es S ion

(1)

(2)

That a standing committee on soil classification be established. Its

duties will be to receive and study submissions regarding the establishment

of new classes and to tentatively approve new classes of soils and their names

for use until a revised clasification system is published.

That this standing committee on soil classification will consist of the

chairman and the secretary of the national committee and. any three other

members whom they will appoint to consider each particular submission.

These two recommendations were approved by the members.

Soil Survey Handbook

The sub.committee expressed concern over the fact that many previou.s reports

of the N,S.S.C. which might be grouped under a general heading of soil survey

methods and techniques, were being somewhat ignored and that the recommendations

in these reports were not being followed. Yet a great deal of time and effort had gone

into these reports. The subcommittee felt this situation probably’ arose from the

fact that these reports are in a number of different proceedings and that we should

bring them together In one publication. Therefore the following recommendations
were submitted to the plenary session.

(1)

(2)

That a soil survey handbook be prepared to include the definition of terms

as proposed by the most recent committees on soil survey methods and
nomenclature (not including soil classification) and as approved by the N.S.S.C.

This handbook will represent the official view of the N.S.S.C. in regard
to these definitions and the terms will be used in soil survey publications
only as they are defined until such time as the handbook is revised.

(c)
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